
FARMERS GROUP RAPS NF HEAD ON RICE IMPORT MOVE

Romeo David, the newly appointed administrator of the National Food Authority ( NFA), incurred the ire of a major
farmers' group last week.

How about on palay production? For example, the original price is P2. Will there be substitution between
brands? No, because there is no local rice shortage so we dont need to import rice. Some headed to
Woodstock. The demand for beer is said to be inelastic. Real tape. Our mission is to bring new technologies,
content and services together in unprecedented ways that enable people to re-shape their perception of the
world and enhance their lives. Such consumer products shall not be sold at a price higher than that stated in
the price tag. And the importation of rice will affect the agricultural economy of our country. On the other
hand the effect of importation on the local consumption is that the consumers will be divided between the
imported rice, which the NFA imported from Indonesia, and the local rice. In November , Toyota Industries
celebrated its 80th anniversary. Each Filipino eats two cavans of rice or kilos a year. He should think about
efficiency and inefficiency. How does NFA intend to raise the price of palay to its targeted support price
level? And because of additional taxes in beer products the sale of beer is continuously decreasing that may
result to losses in the part of the producers. A price tag is a label attached to a commodity stating the price at
which it is offered for sale. If I were to put in the farmers' shoes, I would also be mad because all the sweat
and effort that I have poured in will be gone to waste. While some thought father knew best, Vic Mills
believed grandfathers knew even more. At the height of the harvest season, the traders bring down prices even
lower than the break-even cost of producing the cereal at P4. The effect of the importation on palay production
is that the farmers will be forced to sell their crops even lower than the break-even cost. Central to this bias
has been government control of palay and rice prices through an illusory subsidy. Due to lack of imported
products to sell, it was forced to become a distributor of peanut butter, napkins, fruit preserves, and patis fish
sauce just to keep its operations going. Relative Size of Purchase - Purchases which are a very small portion of
total expenditure tend to be more inelastic, because consumers are not worried about the extra expenditure.
The reason is that as the price increases, the quantity supply of the product increases and as the price decreases
the quantity supply decreases. A Group Operating Committee, composed of managers who represent key
operations within the segment, as well as management in specialized functional departments, oversees and
coordinates the activities of domestic and international companies related to each of the business segments.
Thus, making the economic prosperity slow down too because our economy also depends on our own products
that will be sold. Is the proposed sales tax progressive or regressive? The result â€” Pampers was born. One
outcome is 14 consecutive years as one of the top 3 recipients of US patents. Is the position to import rice
compatible with the intention to support palay prices? Above all else, at Sony Europe we believe our purpose
is to enrich life through technology. A price tag should: â€” Be clearly written; â€” State the price of the
commodity per unit piece, package, pair, dozen, set, kilogram, meter, liter, etc. The data compiled is shared
worldwide and use in product development and improved user guides. The only problem was that no one
knew exactly where to stock Pampers. And they will supply more products when there is a low demand. We
believe the power of technology can realise new ideas and stimulate the senses, allowing us to create entirely
new experiences. Farmers' Group Raps NFA Head on Rice Import Move Romeo David, the newly appointed
administrator of the National Food Authority NFA , incurred the ire of a major farmers' group last week when
he announced that the government was determined to import , to , to tons of rice from Indonesian to meet an
expected shortage. If many will buy the cheaper one, NFA will reach the stage of what we call "surplus.
However, the following are the exceptions: â€” If the codes are used in addition to price tags, labels, markings,
or price lists; â€” If the codes are used in combination with shelf pricing which when scanned will show the
price. This exception shall be employed only by establishments which comply with the requirements under
Department Administrative Order No. To discourage and minimize haggling which is a waste of time and
energy of both buyer and seller. Since that time Toyota Industries has promoted diversification and expanded
the scope of its business domains to include textile machinery, automobiles vehicles, engines, car
air-conditioning compressors, etc.


